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PART A. THE SET UP, A PITCH.

The 2008 crash forced Contemporary Art (CA) institutions to 

WJXYWZHYZWJ�YMJNW�ąSFSHNFQ�IJUJSIJSHNJX�FSI�XTZWHJX �F�UWTHJXX�

that only exaggerated what had started after economic shifts in 

the 1970’s dried up public funding for the arts and recalibrated 

those models toward a dependency on corporate sponsorships. 

In some cases this led to de-institutionalization, to work small 

with small number of participants, in situations that involved lit-

tle money. The modalities that ensued are familiar: the freelance 

curator, programming “take overs” by small institutions within 

larger more powerful structures, the boom of the artist resi-

dency. These operational methods were not just co-opted into 

larger institutions, they further revealed a strengthened sym-

bolic and reputational marketplace that emerged after 2008: 

cash savings and earnings for the institution was exchanged 

for legitimacy on all sides—for  the sponsor, the board member, 

artist, curator, and institution. Again “we” were supposedly re-

minded that the inside was the outside and that the possibilities 

for institutional critique had been foreclosed.

 

However, other instrumental observations also emerged from 

this period; that the relationship between Contemporary Art and 

the world was not limited by the semantic value it created with-

in art, but instead that this semantic value was actually part of a 

broader implicated relationship between Contemporary Art and 

an era of neoliberal hyper-capitalism. Perhaps, they were even 

the same. These events helped us understand how reputational 
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currency functioned like hyper advertising in fueling real estate 

XUJHZQFYNTS�FSI�LJSYWNąHFYNTSæFSI�NS�YZWS�MT\�YMNX�UWTHJXX�WJ-

ĆJHYJI�YMJ�ąSFSHNFQN_FYNTS�TK�J[JW^YMNSL�N�J��IJWN[NSL�[FQZJ�KWTR�

HTSYNSLJSY�UWTąY��

 

What we want to consider is the following: if the CA condition is 

imbricated within the neoliberal condition, then we can assume 

that the institution is a site for restructuring those very condi-

tions. In other words, if we acknowledge CA institutions as a 

UT\JW�FHYTW�\NYMNS�YMJ�LQTGFQ�ąSFSHNFQ�RFWPJY��KTQQT\JI�G^�FS�

understanding that capital has structured power dynamics well 

into the future through investment, how, then, can we simulate 

their strategies to effect a change that the present demands?  

What, then, are the kinds of institutional forms that we want 

to create and foster in order to alter the conditions of neoliber-

al capitalism? It is a big question, a potentially paralyzing one. 

But if the formula is something like: CA (Institutions made of a 
collective of agents) + Capitalism = economic disparity, hyper in-
dividualism, social inequality; then�NSĆZJSHJ�NSMFGNY�YMJ�KTWRZQF�

in order to change the outcome.

The following is the beginning of a PLP/PDP master plan, local-

ized in Miami in order to situate your global confusion.

ASSUMPTION 1. WHAT IS AN INSTITUTIONAL FORM? A NON-EX-

HAUSTIVE LIST OF “EXAMPLES”:

KUNSTHALLES

MUSEUMS

THE BOOK

THE CATALOGUE

A COLLABORATION

SELF ORGANIZED GROUPS

ALTERNATIVE ART SPACES

ARTIST RUN SPACES

NOMADIC

ART FAIRS

BIENNALES

SYMPOSIA

RESEARCH CENTERS

PEDAGOGICAL PLATFORMS

FREELANCERS

TRADITION, CANNON, CRITICISM, AND ART EDUCATION

PARTICIPATION AS ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL- NOT TO BE 

ROMANTICIZED 

Task 1: Introduce the current state of Contemporary Art (CA) 

within a Miami setting.

2NFRN�NX�FY�YMJ�HWTXXWTFIX�TK�\MJWJ�SJTQNGJWFQ�ąSFSHJ�FSI�HZQ-

ture intersect. It is a place where you come to party and retire. 

9MJ�SJ]Y�FWJF�NX�FQ\F^X�GJNSL�LJSYWNąJI��YMJ�GJFHMJX�FWJ�ZXZFQQ^�

UFHPJI��FSI�YMJ�X\FRU�YT]NąJX�NS�YMJ�GFHPLWTZSI��&�UQFHJ�

where development companies buy property, build high rises, 

and dictate how the general population moves through the city. 

Miami is sinking due to the sea level rising and climate change, 

^JY��NY�NX�F�YMWN[NSL�UTWY�HNY^��\MJWJ�ąSFSHNFQ�RFWPJYX�ĆT\�NS�

and out of the United States. A place where drugs come in. A 

place where information travels through. An entry into the US 

for the Caribbean and Latin America. Miami exploits its lifestyle 

GWFSINSL�YMWTZLM�(FWNGGJFS�ĆF[TWX��RFWLFWNYFX�\NYM�HTHPYFNQ�

parasols, palm trees, sunsets, high end shopping, vacation vibes, 

and relaxation.1

LET’S SUMMARIZE:

 

DRUG MOVEMENT.

PEOPLE MOVEMENT.

PORT MOVEMENT.

REAL ESTATE SPECULATION.

FUNNY MONEY.

SHADOW ECONOMIES.

SKELETON COASTS.

PALM TREES AND NEON LIGHTS.

OVERDOSES AND FACE EATING.

PRODUCTIVE CONTRADICTIONS.

Someone once said Miami is only relevant for 4 days out of the 

year. He (a white male, curator, of both academic pedigree and 
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economic privilege) was referring to Art Basel Miami Beach. The 

shortsightedness of the comment shouldn’t elicit our emotional 

WJXUTSXJX�TW�YMJ�UWTIZHYNTS�TK�F�QNXY�TK�OZXYNąHFYNTSX��9MJ�XMTWY-

sightedness of the observation is that it fails to recognize how 

a global CA apparatus functions at a structural and infrastruc-

tural level, in city scale (not just gallery scale) and on a temporal 

range of decades (not days).

MIND MAPS

 

“WHAT CA PROMISES: JOBS, URBAN RENEWAL, QUICK RE-

TURNS ON INVESTMENTS, PRIVATE BACKING, PUBLIC SUBSI-

DIES, GEOPOLITICAL PRESTIGE-EVEN NATIONAL-BUILDING IS 

ON OFFER HERE.”- TIRDAD ZOLGHADR2

 

=

 

CONTEMPORARY ART (CA), MIAMI BEACH, ARTBASEL, TOUR-

IST DEVELOPMENT, MILLION DOLLAR ART, WATER MAIN 

UPGRADES, LUXURY DISTRICTS OF DESIGN, TRANSPORTA-

TION IMPROVEMENTS, WATER PUMPS, CAPITAL CAMPAIGNS, 

STARCHITECTS, CONTENT GENERATORS, RESEARCH CENTERS.

Master plans build horizons of technological innovation, shop-

ping centers, new hearts, and reimagined spaces. Miami is a 

presentation for an investment portfolio in a drowned future 

that doesn’t need�YT�MFUUJS�NS�TWIJW�YT�FHYZFQN_J�F�UWTąYFGQJ�

now. Can you think of other places where the imminent threat 

of the effects of climate change only fuels the need to buy now? 

Probably.

ENTER [MIAMI].

In this way, the idea that “Miami is only relevant for four days” 

just proves how [Miami]3 is the paradigm of the globalized rela-

tionship between CA and economic development. And as such: 

[Miami] becomes relevant precisely because it localizes a global 

condition, and as such is an ideal site for a project of agency 

and traction that creates a shift away and a pivot out of those 

dominant conditions.4

PART B. ENTER PLP / PDP

 

Assumption 2. Opacity in CA as it relates to power structures 

within it.

Semantic Value (i.e. theory, the magical meaning of art, abstrac-

tion from material realities) invites and fosters a reputational 

economy where reputational currencies are cachéd in for cash.5

 

9FXP����)JąSJ�5)5�515

 

PLP, Pa’ la Pinga: A mode of operating with disregard to struc-

tural limits and ceilings, but with a strategic intent to instrumen-

YFQN_J�YMTXJ�QNRNYX��.YèX�IJąSJI�RTWJ�G^�ê+ZHP�NYë��.YèX�@2NFRNBèX�

way of de-professionalization, it’s that moment when [you just 

want to stop working and enjoy the beach, have a mojito, and 

enjoy the sun or at least the fake beach at Sand Bar].

 

It’s the pill that makes having agency within [insert any neoliber-

al struggle here] possible.

PLP, IT’S THE ANTI-PARALYSIS MOMENT IN THE FACE OF OVER-

WHELMING COMPLEXITY.

PDP, Public Displays of Professionalism: This is every institution, 

action, mode of producing culture in Assumption 1.

 

PART C. MASTER PLANNING.

 

How does a Pa’ la Pinga (PLP) recalibrate Public Displays of Pro-

fessionalism (PDP), and visa versa?

 

In order to create a master plan, political economies are or-

ganized in qualitative categories (for example: improvement 

= jobs, housing, economic equality, democratic ideals). The 

master plan is thus a horizon that is rendered from the relation-

ship between social feedback and political power. A master plan 

for a city is drawn out, say, 50 years ahead as a horizon, and the 

political, social, private, public energies are vectorized toward 

the closest realization of that horizon.
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As explained above, what matters in the now is not those 4 days 

(what matters in the now is actually racial injustice, economic 

disparity, climate change, etc); what happens in the future, is 

already determining that those things in the now remain the 

XFRJ��9MJ�RFXYJW�UQFS�ITJXSèY�SJJI�YT�ąLZWJ�TZY�J[JW^�XYJU�

until then, the master plan--the PLP plan--instrumentalizes the 

PDP, and visa versa, in order to exit from their (CA) political tra-

jectories and enter into a poignant mode of operating.   

 

Location:

Strategically reinserting the art space/institution into a literal 

location of power. Not to be located in the next new up and 

coming area, rather position the institution within already cre-

ated centers where power is on display (for example, Miami’s 

Design District).

 

Hype:

Circulation and distribution of an image, in this case we are 

using [Miami] as a stand in for any developing neoliberal city, 

which is a global problem. What is understood here is that the 

sunset, beaches, relaxed tropicality sells. With its close proximity 

to exotic islands, Miami uses hype to garner more investments, 

tourism, or the next pyramid scheme. This is the PLP, docu-

mented, packaged, and sold.

 

Action:

Appropriation of a think tank model focused on how CA can 

XMNKY�NSYT�F�RTIJ�TK�XYWFYJLNH�UQFSSNSL�YMFY�RNRNHX�ąSFSHNFQ�HFU-

ital. Financial and real estate power players have the next 30-50 

years planned, the future literally is dictating the present. PLP/

PDP does not want to judiciously study the effects of neoliber-

al, right-wing, conditions or its futures. It wants to harness the 

tools, the strategies, establish the operations in order to act in 

a way that redirects, recalibrates, and sets the conditions of 

how power is played in the PDP. Calling out the soft politics of 

benevolent lefty concerns in CA that are being utilized by capital 

(returns on investments, money laundering, city development, 

tourism), PLP exploits them for other ends.

EXAMPLE

LEARN HOW THE PUBLICITY MACHINE WORKS. COLLECTIVIZE. 

CREATE THE IMAGE. INSTRUMENTALIZE IT BY CIRCULATING 

IT. CACHÉ IN. OPEN THE FORUM TO CHALLENGE AND CREATE 

NEW FORMS. INHABIT INFRASTRUCTURES AND RECREATE 

IMAGINARIES. BEFORE YOU KNOW IT, A NEW INSTITUTIONAL 

FORM HAS EMERGED.

ABOUT THE PDP/PLP

 

PDP (Public Display of Professionalism), a transdisciplinary 

think tank embedded in [Miami’s Design District] that is a site 

for collective thought, discourse, knowledge exchange, and 

production. The projects that PDP undertakes question the 

\F^X�NS�\MNHM�@2NFRNBèX�NRFLJ��ąSFSHNFQ�HFUNYFQ��FSI�NSKTWRFYNTS�

ĆT\X�LJSJWFYJ�SJ\�êHWJFYN[Jë�GZXNSJXX�RTIJQX��SJNLMGTWMTTI�

redevelopments, and high-end retail centers, all of which exploit 

a particular mode of [relaxed tropicality].

 

5)5�JRJWLJI�NS�WJXUTSXJ�YT�YMJ�SJJI�KTW�TKąHJ�XUFHJ�KTW�

curators, artists, and other cultural producers in [Miami] whose 

practices reach beyond exhibition and object-making models. 

'JHFZXJ�TK�QNRNYJI�ąSFSHNFQ�WJXTZWHJX��HZQYZWFQ�UWFHYNYNTSJWX�

have historically found subsidized spaces in “developing” neigh-

borhoods such as [Little Haiti], [Wynwood], the [Design District], 

and [Miami Beach]. However, this process, which involves the 

exchange of cultural capital-for-space, currently limits our 

UWT]NRNY^�YT�YMJ�GZXNSJXX��ąSFSHNFQ��FSI�MNLM�JSI�WJYFNQ�HJSYJWX�

of [Miami] that are the primary subjects of our practices. As a 

result, we have decided to embed this project within a store-

front in the [Design District]. In this environment art is either on 

display as a manifestation of global artistic trends or instrumen-

talized for the commercial purposes of developing the air of a 

creative and cultural destination rather than potential critical 

engagement. In doing so, we aim to make PDP a context-spe-

HNąH��YWFSXINXHNUQNSFW^�TKąHJ�KTW�HTQQJHYN[J�YMTZLMY��INXHTZWXJ��

knowledge exchange, and production about the complicated 

intersections among art-making and commerce. 

Images part of “The Leisure Pit 2” by Domingo Castillo

Courtesy of Miami World Internet Cafe



291. Miami’s relationship with and investment to history is a transient and shifting one: 
constantly re-settled by the movement of people (immigrants, exiles, transplants, and 
tourists) and landscapes (from the interventionist policies that attempted to drain the 
everglades, to the high-rise rush in downtown). On one hand, this condition leads to 
a collective memory loss where nothing is cemented and everything is for the taking. 
On the other, one has the ability to produce and test ideas at a scale much larger than 
in other cities.

2. Zolghadr, Tirdad. Traction. (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2016), 33.

3. The use of the brackets is to underscore the notion that any developing global city 
could be inserted, it  moves from the particular to the global. Please insert your city 
here. The neoliberal city has and continues to be  ubiquitously developed, at speeds 
that defy nature. Trumped up economies.

4. Note the difference that shifting and pivoting is not escaping. It is merely exiting. 
For more see, Malik, Suhail. (2013, June 21) Exit not escape- On The Necessity of 
Art’s Exit from Contemporary Art. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/
\FYHM$["ąR*MSYG7?�

���(FHM«�NS�XUFSNXM�MFX�F�XNRNQFW�IJąSNYNTS�YT�YMJ�\TWI�HFHMJY��F�XYFYJ�TK�GJNSL�WJ-
spected, admired, or to have clout. To say, “tiene un caché millonario” means to carry 
the clout, and elegance of a millionaire without the capital to match it.


